ing that plaintiff had committed arson); Rudolph Stecher Brewing Co. v. Cart 9 (Action on a check, plea being that check was given for the compounding of a felony, and was, therefore, void); Smith v 34 an action was brought by an administrator to recover damages for the death of his intestate. The declaration alleged that the deceased, who was a boy between fifteen and sixteen years old, was employed by defendant in operating a drill machine, and in carrying, transferring, loading and unloading boxes filled with material of great weight and hoisting the same by the elevator; that this work was such extra hazardous employment that it was dangerous to the deceased's life or limb, and he was then and there unlawfully employed at said work, contrary to the statute of the state (a misdemeanor). The jury was instructed that plaintiff was not required to establish his case beyond a reasonable doubt, but only by a preponderance of the evidence. The record was brought before the Supreme Court for a review by a writ of certiorari and this instruction was insisted upon as error. The Court recognized the Illinois rule to be that where a crime is charged in the pleadings in civil actions, the rule of evidence in criminal cases is applicable and the crime charged must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, but limited the boundaries of this rule by saying that it applies only to civil cases where the cause of action or defense is based on a felony, and as to other offenses a preponderance of the evidence is sufficient. This distinction was introduced into the Illinois cases for the first time. The ratio decidendi was given as follows :3s
This rule, which has prevailed from very early in the history of the State, has been consistently adhered to and frequently announced, except in actions of slander or libel, in which it is provided by chapter 126 of the Revised Statutes of 1874 that it shall be 26 Roberts v. Woods, 82 Il. App. 63o (i898).
-27 Christopherson v. Marhoefer, 233 Ifl. App. 421 (1924 COMMENT competent for the defendant to establish the truth of the matter charged by a preponderance of the testimony. [Citing Illinois cases.] The rule had its origin in England, where there was a reason for its existence arising from the fact that there, 'where a defendant justifies words which amount to a charge of felony and proves his justification the plaintiff may be put on his trial by that verdict without the intervention of a grand jury. (Cook vs. Fields, 3 Esp. 133)'. This reason never existed in this country ..... The reason in which the rule seems to have had its origin is applicable only to cases where the charge was only a felony, and in general it is in such cases, only, that the rule has been applied. It will not be extended further but is limited to charges of felony. The offenses for which penalties are imposed by the statute [misdemeanors] are not crimes of a character the charge of which in a civil suit is required to be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, and the instruction properly so advised the jury.
Since 1925, four reported cases have dealt with the question under consideration. All of these have followed the opinion in Rost v. Noble and Co. 36 What is the Illinois law now? (i). The rule of "evidence beyond a reasonable doubt" does not apply to slander and libel cases, because an Illinois statute specifically provides that a preponderance of the evidence is sufficient.
4 ' (2). The rule does not apply to misdemeanors, because the case of Rost v. Noble & Co. has limited it to felonies. (3). The rule does not apply where the person accused of the crime is a third party-agent or otherwise-who is not a party to the suit, because Foster v. Graff and other cases cited above so hold. Thus, we are again left with a complicated situation. Would it not be much more advisable to accept the general American rule that a preponderance of the evidence is sufficient in all civil cases? We hope that the next time this question is brought before our Supreme Court, this august body will reconsider the subject and definitely follow the American instead of the English decisions. Such a step will be justified in view of the confusion and complication of Illinois cases, and particularly in view of the fact that the English rule had a basis for its existence in England, but never had a reason for its continuance in this country. (February r, 1929) . 39 Cooper v. Nutt, 254 Ill. App. 445 (July 5, 1929) .
40 Kuhl v. Clark, 261 Ill. App. 491 (May 13, 1931) .
4 ' Cahill Ill. St., 1933, c. 126 we should apply the well established principle of law that when the reason for a rule ceases to ekist, the rule must cease with it. Some of the jurisdictions which formerly adhered to the English doctrine have abandoned it, apparently on this ground. 43 We believe that it is rather safe to predict that Illinois too will discard the English rule. This is evident from the hint which was dropped by our Supreme Court in the case of People v. Small, 4 4 opinion filed December 6, 1925, only ten months after the Rost case. At page 481, the majority opinion of five to two reads:
It is finally contended that criminal acts are charged in the bill in this suit, and that the rule that such charges must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt before a decree can be entered against the party so charged is applicable. We shall not lengthen this opinion by discussing this question. Whether this court will again apply to civil actions the rule of evidence applicable to criminal cases merely because the pleadings charge and the proof shows that the loss or damages arose out of a criminal act (see Rost v. Noble & Co. 316 Ill. 357) need not be decided in this case, for the reason that whatever rule is applied, the evidence in this record shows, beyond all reasonable doubt, a liability to account. Proof of the fact that a public official having custody of public funds loaned these funds to others with a secret arrangement respecting the payment of interest and that in reporting interest collected he did not reveal the source of the payments, without more, would be sufficient to justify an order to account. This hint, w.e hope, is a preface to a future decision ushering in the general American view in Illinois.
